
TruePrimeTM Liquid Biopsy 
ctDNA Amplification Kit

 ¥ Preferentially Amplify ctDNA over healthy 
cfDNA

 ¥ Unprecedent sensitivity: Sequence whole 
exome/genome from 100pg of ctDNA

 ¥ Get closer information to biopsy than from 
non-amplified ctDNA:

 · More SNVs
 · Better Frequency
 · Higher Overlap

Figure 2: Expected amplification DNA yields depending on the cell-
free DNA source (NTC = no template control).

The TruePrime™ Liquid Biopsy kit enhances sensitivity of ctDNA analysis by preferentially amplifying 
long fragments sizes which are predominantly from tumour cells as opposed to shorter fragment 
sizes which can be mainly from healthy cells and mask ctDNA in typical analysis.

Unleash the true potential of ctDNA for cancer research

Figure 3: We amplified 100pg of plasma DNA from a colorectal 
adenocarcinoma case (T3 N0 Mo G3) and compared this to non-
amplified DNA from a tumor biopsy and healthy tissue. The Agilent 
SureSelect Human All Exome V6 capture kit was used on Illumina 
sequencer. At Top: Circos plot of all exome samples. Bin size was 
chosen optimal for exome mapping. Note the evenness of coverage 
for the TruePrimeTM 100pg amplified sample. At Bottom: Venn 
diagramm showing overlap of identical SNV from the TruePrimeTM 
100pg amplified sample (blue) and tumor biopsy sample (red) found 
in 200 clinically relevant regions from 50 widely studied cancer genes.
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Figure 1: SNV detection in 50 cancer genes by 
targeted sequencing. Sigmoid colon undifferentiated 
adenocarcinoma case (T4a M1a L1 G4)
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